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INT. MICHAEL’S HOME
It’s a mess of an apartment, with papers and clothes all over
the floor and half eaten meals sitting on the bedside table
in the livingroom. Next to those are plastic cups with 90s
worn Ninja Turtles images.
On the shelves is a different story. It’s well kept, yet
dusty, memories of the past. Photos of his parents and him,
and the places he was when he was a kid, next to old video
game boxes and VHS tapes. It’s a dream collection to someone
still living in the early 90s.
MICHAEL, a late 30s, overweight, slob of a man is wearing his
shoddy department store work clothes while sitting on the
couch with his head rolled back.
He snores with his mouth dripping open as drool starts coming
down the side of his cheek.
His snore wakes him up with a jump. He looks at the time.
MICHAEL
Oh shit.
Michael starts to get up, trying again and again, moaning
like a manatee.
EXT. STRATFORD STREET, GRASS VALLEY CALIFORNIA - DAY
The street is lined with people and dogs and kids, while cars
are zooming next to them at highway speeds.
Michael is rushing down the street with a bit of a limp, like
his leg fell asleep as he got out the door.
There’s a bus that just arrived up the street from him.
Seniors and kids are getting on the bus easily while Michael
is still far away from it.
Michael keeps rushing and waving his arms for the driver to
wait for him, but the bus door closes and the bus starts
driving away.
Michael stops and drops his bag, looking up in the sky with a
mountain of frustration on his face.
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INT. MCKNIGHT WAY K-MART
This store is on it’s last legs. It’s a bit of a mess and
poorly kept together. It was made in the 80s and never quite
evolved from there.
Michael comes in the push door.
Staring him directly down is ASHLEY, a late twenties
professional woman.
ASHLEY
Michael, glad to finally see you.
Do you know what time it is?
MICHAEL
Three fifty five?
ASHLEY
You’re twelve minutes late. You
know, if you do this again, I’m
going to have to write you up. Do
you want that?
Michael passes Ashley, and she follows right next to him.
MICHAEL
No, Miss Ashley.
ASHLEY
Good, now get to the back and start
stocking the aisles.
Michael looks down at the ground in shame as he keeps
walking.
INT. K-MART SODA AISLE
Michael is working slowly, stocking the shelf with half
gallon bottles.
EDWARD, a late 30’s nerdy guy in glasses pushes a cart of
soda bottles up to Michael.
EDWARD
Hey Mikey, you’ll never guess who I
just saw.
MICHAEL
Santa Claus?
EDWARD
Do you remember Lindsay Labelle?
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MICHAEL
Lindsay Labelle? Are you serious?
Where is she?
EDWARD
I saw her over in cosmetics.
Michael puts down the bottles he was holding up and starts
going down the aisle. Edward follows him.
INT. K-MART COSMETIC COUNTER
Michael and Edward lean past the end of the aisle to secretly
look at another section.
There’s LINDSAY, a classy late 30’s blonde bombshell, looking
pissed at the counter attendant, SAMANTHA, a mid-30s nerdy
blank type of woman, who looks like her mind hasn’t aged
along with the rest of her.
LINDSAY
Now what the hell would I do with
store credit? Listen to me; I do
not want to come back here ever
again! Do you hear me?
SAMANTHA
Yes ma’am, yes, of course. But, I
can’t do a refund in anything else.
Maybe just buy some groceries?
LINDSAY
My god. I do NOT have time for
this.
Micheal and Edward are staring her down.
MICHAEL
She’s so amazing.
EDWARD
Didn’t you have a crush on her?
MICHAEL
I did. Such a crush on her, but I
knew I could never get her.
EDWARD
Why not?
MICHAEL
You can’t be serious. I was always
the dweeb!
(MORE)
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MICHAEL (CONT'D)
Scrawny, pathetic, dumb, loser. I
bet she doesn’t even remember me.
Lindsay comes around the corner.
LINDSAY
Michael? Michael Cooper? Is that
you?
Michael is nervous as fuck.
MICHAEL
Uh, yeah, thats me. Do I know you?
LINDSAY
I’m Lindsay Labelle, remember me?
We went to school together.
MICHAEL
Oh yeah, yeah, now I remember you.
LINDSAY
I heard about your parents. I feel
so sorry for you, you truly have my
condolences.
MICHAEL
Wow, you knew? Thank you, I mean, I
couldn’t do anything.
Lindsay puts her hand on Michael’s shoulder.
LINDSAY
It’s ok, honey. This all just takes
time.
MICHAEL
Thank you for that. I just gotta
keep on kicking, right?
Lindsay has a little giggle.
LINDSAY
That’s exactly it. Maybe I’ll see
you around in the future?
Lindsay is walking away from Michael and Edward.
EDWARD
Man, I totally forgot that your
parents were dead!
MICHAEL
Yeah, that was like, 10 years ago.
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INT. K-MART BACK ROOM
The room is packed with boxes and lockers and hooks. There
are tables, but they’re mostly covered with signs and junk.
Michael opens up his locker to grab his jacket.
Edward is behind him, going up to his locker.
MICHAEL
It was pretty great to see Lindsay
again.
EDWARD
She’s good. I think she put on a
few pounds since I saw her last.
MICHAEL
I remember back when I dreamed of
getting married to her, back in
school.
EDWARD
Do you really think you’d be able
to get her?
MICHAEL
Maybe? I mean, probably not. God, I
feel like such a mess.
Michael sits down at the covered table.
MICHAEL (CONT’D)
Back when we were young, all we had
to do was finish our homework, and
we could do anything. We had whole
days of playing video games, and
our parents would cook our food and
clean up after us, and we were
still just as good as people like
Lindsay. Now look at us. Now we’re
stuck in the same spot, and we’re
pieces of shit!
EDWARD
Come on, man, it’s not that bad,
we’re not pieces of shit.
MICHAEL
Yeah? You sure about that? I’m just
saying, if I could go back to that
time, it would be like a dream come
true. I’d have a chance to actually
do it over and do it right.
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EDWARD
Well, we’re stuck here, now. You
gotta remember, you can’t always
get what you want, but if you try
sometimes, you might find, you can
get what you need.
MICHAEL
Is that from a movie?
EDWARD
It’s a song from the sixties.
MICHAEL
It ain’t the sixties anymore.
INT. CITY BUS - NIGHT
Michael is in his seat of a packed bus, speeding down the
road with people standing right next to him, their ass in his
face.
He has his headphones in, wired to his smartphone. He looks
down at it, and types in, “can’t always get what” and the
song pops up in the search engine.
He clicks it, and it starts playing the choir in the intro
into his headphones.
Michael keeps listening, looking straight in front of him as
the song plays. His eyes get foggy. He starts shutting them.
FADE TO BLACK.
INT. LITTLE MIKEY’S BEDROOM
The song is still playing, only now more muffled and grinding
with static noise.
The black fades into light.
MIKEY, a cute little slobby 12 year old is in his bed, a
single sized mattress with ninja turtle blankets.
Mikey opens his eyes, and leans towards the clock playing the
music, with a confused look on his face.
Mikey looks up and around his room.
The room is sprawling with 80s merch. From cabbage patch kids
and care bears to his magic 8 ball.
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His pogo ball is sitting in the corner, next to his speak and
spell and Mr. Potato Head.
Mikey suddenly sits up in bed.
MIKEY
What... the... fuck...
Mikey rips off his blanket, which is partly stuck under the
matress so it doesn’t go far.
He leaps up and rushes over to his toybox and opens the lid.
He starts to pull them out and throw them to the floor when
he finds the next one. He’s got ninja turtle and He Man
figures, koosh balls, Simon, and a Teddy Ruxpin doll that he
flips around to open up the cassette in the back.
He is completely blown away by how cool this all is.
Then he spots a piece of paper rolled up with a red plastic
ring. He opens up the paper and sees it’s a love note
addressed to Lindsay.
His jaw drops in shock.
Mikey sees a mirror on his dresser and catches a tiny glimpse
of himself. He stops everything and stands up, and starts
walking towards the mirror.
He sees himself. The cute little 10 year old Michael that he
hasn’t seen in decades.
He slaps his hands to his cheeks and screams.
MIKEY (CONT’D)
Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh!
He stops screaming as he hears a knock on the door.
DAD
Mikey, are you alright in there?
Mikey puts his hands up to cover his mouth while looking wide
at his door.
INT. NINTIES HALLWAY
Mikey’s DAD, a late thirties man in his eighties pajamas and
his hair frizzled, is standing at the door as Mikey slowly
opens it from the inside. Just his eyes make their way around
the door.
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MIKEY
Dad?
DAD
Yeah Mikey?
Mikey rushes out the door and hugs him as tight as he can.
His smile goes on for miles. This is the happiest Mikey has
ever been.
MIKEY
I missed you so much Dad.
Dad is confused, as he pats Mikey’s back
DAD
I guess it’s been a long time since
yesterday.
Dad pushes him away a bit, and leans down to look him in his
face.
DAD (CONT’D)
Now are you ready for breakfast?
Mikey smiles and nods at him.
INT. NINTIES FAMILY KITCHEN
The kitchen walls are in pinks and purples, with green shag
carpets leading to the cheap laminate flooring.
The counters are busy, and the dining table is covered in a
breakfast feast; pancakes and eggs and fruit and syrup.
Mikey is amazed.
MIKEY
I haven’t seen a breakfast like
this in years!
DAD
Are you feeling ok? You’ve been
really forgetful this morning.
MIKEY
Oh yeah. Sorry. I’m fine.
Mikey sits at the table and starts scarfing food. Dad sits
down at the table, too.
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DAD
So, what would you like to do
today?
MIKEY
(with a mouth full of food) I can’t
even remember what’s around these
days.
DAD
Well, there’s the beach, or that
mini-golf that you love, or we were
talking about going on a bike ride.
Mikey looks up at him, wide eyed.
MIKEY
Can we do them all?
Dad smiles and has a little laugh.
INT. MINI GOLF
It’s an underground indoor mini-golf, where Mikey and Dad are
having a great time together, playing with the statues
around, as they laugh and play.
Mikey sinks a hole in one. Dad is incredibly proud of him and
applauds. Mikey gives a bow for his work.
EXT. BIKE PATH
Mikey and Dad are smiling and riding their bikes together
down the seawall with the beautiful ocean beside them.
Mikey is doing great, and kicks up the pace to outride his
Dad. Dad has to really speed up to catch up.
EXT. BEACHFRONT
Mikey is sitting alone on a bench, looking out at the water,
when his Dad comes out with a pair of ice cream cones.
Dad hands the bigger ice cream cone to Mikey. Mikey is
smiling his face off. They dig in.
DAD
Hows the ice cream?
MIKEY
It’s so fucking good.
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DAD
Heh, now where’d you learn that
word?
MIKEY
Oh, uh, Mom?
DAD
Makes sense.
Mikey keeps on scarfing at his ice cream.
DAD (CONT’D)
Did you know that me and your Mom
met right here? Right over there,
actually. We were still teens and I
met her when she was crying. Her
parents had broken up, so I got her
ice cream to make her feel better.
MIKEY
Did that work?
DAD
Well that’s how we first got
together, and ended up having you.
Now, You know very well that we
haven’t been seeing each other or
together as a family. I want to
change that around. Start things
fresh.
MIKEY
Yeah? I don’t get it. What do you
see in her?
DAD
She’s really great. From the first
time I ever saw her I fell for her,
and then, heh, you probably won’t
get this either, but she was great
in the sack.
MIKEY
Ew! Dad! Come on!
DAD
I guess you do know that one. There
was just something in her that made
me want to be better, and do
better. I wanted to give her the
world, but I just got too caught up
in everything to do that, that I
wasn’t as good as she deserves.
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MIKEY
I didn’t know that.
DAD
You may not get it now, but just
you wait until you’re older, you’ll
understand.
MIKEY
I wish I did.
DAD
Trust me, when you grow up, you’re
going to really be wishing you
could just be a kid again.
Dad finishes his ice cream.
DAD (CONT’D)
Whatcha say we go home and see a
movie?
Mikey looks up at him, face covered in ice cream, and nods.
INT. DAD’S LIVINGROOM - DAY
Mikey is wrapped up in blankets on the couch, and Dad sits
down next to him. He turns on his big box TV with the remote.
Mikey cuddles in close to his Dad.
CUT TO:
INT. DAD'S LIVINGROOM
The two of them are still on the couch, now with old school
nintendo controllers in their hands.
Mikey is doing way better than Dad. Dad is in shock.
INT. DAD’S KITCHEN - NIGHT
There’s no food on the table, but Mikey has his knife and
fork at the ready.
Dad walks in, carrying 2 big boxes of large pizza.
Mikey throws his hands into the air and cheers.
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INT. MIKEY’S BEDROOM
Mikey is under his covers in bed, as Dad sits down next to
him.
MIKEY
Dad, I need to tell you something.
DAD
I’m all ears.
MIKEY
I’m from the future.
DAD
Okay, so who’s going to win the
superbowl?
MIKEY
I don’t know, I don’t watch hockey.
DAD
So what do you know, then?
MIKEY
I know that you and Mom are going
to get back together, and I know
that you two are going to be happy.
I still don’t know why, and I don’t
know how I got here, but I know
that you two are going to make it.
DAD
Well I hope we do. Will you put in
a good word for me?
MIKEY
Hey man, only you can help you.
Dad smirks and nods, then gets off the bed.
DAD
Good night, Mikey.
MIKEY
Good night, Dad, it was really
great to see you again. I really
miss you.
DAD
What do you mean?
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MIKEY
I’m probably going back to the
future soon.
DAD
When you get there, you should come
out and say hi to me.
MIKEY
I will.
Dad turns out the light.
Mikey rolls over and looks at the clock. Time ticks by.
INT. MIKEY'S BEDROOM - MORNING
The sunlight shines through into Mikey’s room, and he’s still
there, and still a kid.
MIKEY
Oh man, is this forever?
A knock comes on the door.
DAD
C’mon Mikey, your Mom is going to
be here soon!
Mikey rolls over in his bed and groans.
INT. DAD'S LIVINGROOM
The front door gets opened, and Mikey’s MOM is standing
there. She’s a professional upscale woman in her late
thirties, but looks more like she’s in her late twenties.
MOM
Hey John, is Mikey ready for school
yet?
DAD
Yeah, he’s just using the potty
before you go.
A moment of silence.
DAD (CONT’D)
Me and Mikey have been talking
about you a bit this weekend.
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MOM
God, I hope you haven’t been saying
anything bad about me.
DAD
No no, nothing like that. I guess,
I’ve just been kind of missing
hanging out with you.
MOM
Really. Well, you never seemed to
be that way when we lived together.
DAD
I know... but I thought... maybe
this next weekend we could all hang
out together again for a day?
MOM
Hmmm. Well. I’ll think about it.
Dad gets a faint little smile on his face.
Mikey has been there the whole time with his backpack on,
quietly watching his parents from the corner. He has a smile
on his face.
Dad sees him.
DAD
Hey guy, come here, your Mom is all
ready for you.
Mikey runs out to his Dad and looks up at Mom.
MIKEY
Hey Mom, haven’t seen you in a
while.
MOM
Yeah, it’s been a whole weekend!
Now come on, we don’t want to be
late.
Mikey goes out the door, and looks back at his Dad.
MIKEY
I’ll see you again soon, Dad.
DAD
I’ll miss you, son.
Mom waves as she pulls Mikey away.
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EXT. UNION HILL ELEMENTARY - MORNING
Mom’s luxury sedan pulls up in front of the standard american
elementary, with kids flowing in through the front door. The
car stops.
Mikey is out of Mom’s sedan and comes up to her window.
MOM
Ok Mikey, now you be a good kid
today, alright?
MIKEY
Well I can’t promise anything.
MOM
Just be good.
MIKEY
Okay okay.
Mikey turns around and starts going towards the school with
his hands on his backpack straps.
EDDY, his best friend, a nerdy weak kid wearing glasses,
comes up to him.
EDDY
Mikey! You ready for class?
MIKEY
Eddy, I’m from the future, and
today I’m going to change things
around.
EDDY
Whatcha going to do?
Mikey looks over at LINDZ, the younger version of Lindsay
Lapelle, still looking bombshell as a 12 year old, chatting
in a circle with her super-cool friends.
MIKEY
I’m going to get Lindsay Lapelle.
Mikey reaches into his pocket, and pulls out a plastic ring.
MIKEY (CONT’D)
And I’m going to give her this.
Eddy looks confused as they walk towards the front doors.
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INT. ELEMENTARY CLASSROOM
It’s a room full of kids sitting at their desks, looking
towards the chalkboard, and the teacher in front, MRS CHAUD,
in her twenties and classy, pointing to the board covered in
shapes and angles while teaching geometry.
Mikey is at his desk, looking down at a note he has. It says,
“Lindsay, you are the most beautiful girl in the school, and
I would be honoured if you would date me.”
Mikey rolls up the note and puts the red plastic ring back
around it, then passes it to the side, directly towards Lindz
desk.
She sees it, pulls off the ring and opens up the note. She
reads through it and giggles, then leans over to Mikey and
whispers to him.
LINDZ
(whisper) Not in your fucking life,
idiot.
Lindz throws the ring and note back at him and Mrs Chaud sees
the note passing.
MRS CHAUD
Excuse me! I’ve told you, there’s
no passing notes in my classroom!
LINDZ
I’m sorry, Mrs Chaud, but Mikey was
just asking me to date him.
The class starts giggle. Mrs Chaud smiles and shakes her head
no.
MRS CHAUD
(giggles) Now come on, Michael, you
know you could never get her.
Mikey covers his face in his hands as he slips down the chair
into his desk, embarrassed as hell.
EXT. UNION HILL PLAYGROUND
Eddy and Mikey are sitting on the hill, overlooking the
playground where all the other kids are having fun.
EDDY
I mean, what did you think was
going to happen?
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MIKEY
I don’t know. I really thought that
would work.
EDDY
Maybe it will do something in the
future?
A tough kid, JOSH, a year older than Mikey and way cooler,
approaches Mikey on the hill with his gang of cronies behind
him.
JOSH
Hey Mikey, what the hell do you
think you’re doing trying to get my
girl?
MIKEY
She won’t be your girl forever, you
guys are going to split up.
Josh and his gang start approaching Mikey.
JOSH
Well the last thing in the world
she’d want is you!
Josh gets right up to Mikey and pushes him down onto his
back, then sits on top of him, pinning Mikey’s arms down with
his knees and starts putting mud all over Mikey’s face.
EDDY
Come on man! Stop it!
SUPERVISOR, a chubby woman in her fourties comes up to them.
SUPERVISOR
Hey! Hey! You stop that right now!
The supervisor pulls Josh off of Mikey easily.
SUPERVISOR (CONT’D)
You keep away from him, your class
is going to start soon.
Josh starts walking away with his crew, eyeing Mikey down.
Mikey is a mess as he sits up.
MIKEY
I think I’m going to skip the
second half.
Eddy nods.
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INT. SCHOOL WASHROOM
Mikey is washing his face off, and looks at himself in the
mirror. He is not happy with himself.
EXT. UNION HILL ROAD
It’s mildly busy with cars rushing by, as Mikey walks along
the dirt path, depressed.
He gets to a small bridge over a river. He goes off the side
to go under it.
EXT. UNDER THE BRDIGE
Mikey walks down the side, to a big open space in front of
the river. He goes straight towards the river and stands in
front of it, not noticing a girl sitting up on the side.
The girl is SAM, a rough looking trailer park kind of girl,
about the same age as Mikey.
Mikey turns around and sees her. She’s still quiet, looking
back at him.
MIKEY
Hey there.
SAM
Hey.
MIKEY
Shouldn’t you be in class?
SAM
Why? Today fucking sucks.
MIKEY
Yeah, mine too.
Mikey shows off his dirty clothes.
SAM
Did your parents get divorced too?
MIKEY
They’re separated, but I think
they’re going to get back together.
SAM
Well I hope mine just die.
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MIKEY
Don’t say that. You’re not going to
know until you’re older, but
they’re really important to you.
Once they’re gone you’re going to
really miss them.
Sam looks down, sadly.
Mikey reaches into his pocket, and pulls out the red ring.
MIKEY (CONT’D)
Hey, what’s your name?
SAM
I’m Sam, it’s short for Samantha.
MIKEY
Well Samantha, I’m Mikey, short for
Michael, and I want you to have
this.
He reaches his arm out to Sam, passing her the red ring.
MIKEY (CONT’D)
If you’re feeling bad, I just want
you to think of this, and remember
how it’s going to get better in the
future. You just have to try harder
for it, and you can make it happen.
Sam shyly takes the ring from him.
SAM
Thanks.
MIKEY
Don’t mention it. I’m going to go,
and get back to school. I hope you
feel better.
Sam puts the ring on her finger and looks down at it, then
looks back up at Mikey as he goes up the side and towards the
road.
EXT. UNION HILL ROAD
Mikey climbs his way up the hill, but trips at the very top,
making him lunge straight into the roadway. He looks up at
the last moment, and sees a modern bus coming straight at
him.
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Mikey gasps in shock, his body covered in the bright light of
the bus headlights.
A loud bus honking, then the sound of a giant crash.
CUT TO:
INT. HOSPITAL ROOM
Michael is lying in the bed, passed out. He looks much
different. He’s still in his late thirties, but his beard has
grown out, and he’s thinner.
He’s shocked awake and sits up. He looks around the room
confused, then looks down at his body, touching his chest and
legs, then up to his face and his beard.
MICHAEL
Hello? Anybody?
There’s nobody around.
CUT TO:
INT. HOSPITAL ROOM
Michael is sitting up in the bed with nurses all around him,
fixing up his IV in his arm and making adjustments to the
machines.
There’s a knock on his door, and then Edward peeks his head
in.
EDWARD
Can I come in?
MICHAEL
Eddy! Yes, please, come in!
EDWARD
Eddy. Wow. I haven’t been called
that in years.
MICHAEL
You won’t believe where I was.
EDWARD
Oh I believe it, how has the
hospital been?
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MICHAEL
No, man, I wasn’t in the hospital,
I went back in time. I was a kid
again! There was you, and Lindz,
and Josh, and my parents! I saw
both my parents again!
EDWARD
Have you been checked on by the
psychologists here?
MICHAEL
And I gave this ring to Lindz in
the middle of class, and she made
such a joke of me.
EDWARD
Yeah, I remember that, and then
Josh beat you up at recess, and you
took off for the day.
MICHAEL
And I told you I had come from the
future!
EDWARD
Well I don’t remember that part. I
think you were just dreaming it.
MICHAEL
I can really see how much I’ve
messed up now, and I know that I
need to change things. First thing
I want to do is go and see my Mom.
EDWARD
Your Mom? I thought she was dead?
EXT. SIERRA PINES MOBILE PARK
A yellow cab goes down the street and turns onto Primrose
Lane, a stretch of quaint mobile homes with American flags
flying.
The cab turns around the first corner and down the street
slowly, finally coming to a stop in the middle of the road.
EXT. MOM’S TRAILER
The front door opens up slowly, and behind it is Mom, now
much older, with grey frazzled hair and wearing a housecoat.
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Mom looks out the door, her eyes squinting to the light.
MOM
Mikey? Is that you?
Mom goes out the door and falls into Michael’s arms, hugging
him tightly.
Michael gently hugs her back.
INT. MOM’S TRAILER
The small livingroom is very busy with all sorts of trinkets
and photos. The furniture all looks very old, like it never
left the 70s.
Michael moves a few things out of the way on the couch, and
sits down. Mom comes up to him.
MOM
Can I get you something? Maybe some
tea or some water?
MICHAEL
No, it’s ok, can you sit down?
Mom looks a bit more concerned, and struggles her old body to
sit down at her chair, which is obviously her main seat.
MOM
What is it, Mikey?
MICHAEL
I wanted to tell you that I’m
sorry. I’m sorry for leaving you so
many years ago. I’m sorry for not
helping you out through all of
this. I shouldn’t have ran away.
Mom takes a moment. She has a tear already running down her
face.
MOM
Well you did. Did you even think
once about what that did to me? You
were the last thing in my world,
and you just decide to leave me?
MICHAEL
You’re right. You’re so right. I
shouldn’t have done that to you.
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MOM
Life just got so tough after he was
gone. I was still making brunch for
two every weekend. I still do every
so often, just to remember him.
MICHAEL
That’s why I’m here, Mom. I feel
like there’s something we have to
do to get past all of this.
MOM
What?
EXT. BEACHFRONT - SUNSET
Michael is with Mom, who is still in her housecoat with
frazzled hair like she never left the trailer park.
They’re standing at the waterfront, with the ice cream shop
is right behind them, but now closed. The park isn’t as nice
as it was before, but it’s still there.
Michael looks down at Mom, then looks down at his hands. He’s
carrying his father’s urn, marked with Dad’s name enscribed
into it.
Mom looks up at Michael as he looks down at her. Tears are
running down their faces.
Michael opens up the urn and dumps the ashes into the water.
The wind picks it up and it makes a cloud of white powder fly
off into the sky.
Mom grips onto Michael’s arm as they watch the ashes fly.
MOM
Do you think we could start doing
lunches together? Maybe meet up on
the weekends?
Michael nods.
MICHAEL
Yeah, I think I’d like that, and I
think that’s what Dad would have
wanted, too.
Mom smiles up at Michael with tears covering her face.
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EXT. SIERRA COLLEGE - DAY
A yellow cab goes up the sandy hill to get to the main
building of Sierra College.
INT. SIERRA COLLEGE
Michael is sitting down in an enrolment office, speaking with
a professional woman, a bit younger than him. They smile and
laugh, then they shake hands and smile at eachother.
EXT. NEIGHBOURHOOD STREET
Michael is in athletic clothes and jogging down the street
with his headphones in his ears.
A car drives by and honks at him. He smiles and waves back,
not stopping his exercise.
EXT. MCKNIGHT WAY K-MART - DAY
A yellow cab pulls up to the store, and Michael gets out,
somewhat professionally dressed in a polo shirt and trousers.
He looks up at the big store. He’s nervous.
INT. ASHLEY’S OFFICE
Michael is sitting down right in front of Ashley the Manager,
looking uneasy while Ashley is looking over some papers.
ASHLEY
We were all very sorry for your
accident, and I’m glad that you’re
up and ready again, but I already
hired a replacement for you, so we
really don’t need another employee.
MICHAEL
I completely understand, but I
really could use something to help
me out now.
ASHLEY
Help you with what? Have you picked
up a habit?
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MICHAEL
I’m going back to school again. I
always dreamed of working in
computers and video games, so I’m
taking courses at Sierra for
animation, but I need something to
help me through.
ASHLEY
I see. Well how do you expect to
get in there when you weren’t even
able to show up to work on time?
MICHAEL
I promise you, this whole thing has
changed me. I’ve realized that I
have to move on and go for
something new, and I have to work
my hardest to get there.
Ashley looks suspicious.
ASHLEY
Well, we could use someone on part
time for now, I guess.
Michael smiles back at her.
INT. K-MART SODA AISLE
Michael and Edward are back at it, putting the bottles up on
the shelves. Michael is working far harder than before.
EDWARD
Man, you sure have sped up!
MICHAEL
I just want to get it done.
EDWARD
Something has really changed in
you, Michael.
MICHAEL
You know, I think I’m still happy
with being called Mikey.
Lindsay Lapelle walks down the aisle towards Michael, still
looking incredible as always with a whole new style.
Michael sees her, and walks straight to her.
Lindsay sees him, and puts on a little fake smile.
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MICHAEL (CONT’D)
Hey there, Lindsay, how are things?
LINDSAY
They’re good... can I help you with
something?
MICHAEL
Well, I was just wondering, if
maybe, you’d like to go out with me
sometime.
Lindsay stares him down with a blank look of shock on her
face, and then she starts to laugh out loud.
LINDSAY
Are you serious? You, Mikey? Oh my
god. I should not have come over to
you before, how stupid of me.
MICHAEL
So, what are you saying?
LINDSAY
I’m saying no, dip shit. Do you
think I’d date a little creaton
like you? Some guy who can’t even
get a girlfriend working in a
department store? No. Oh my god,
no. I’d seriously rather die.
MICHAEL
Oh. But, I thought you and Josh
were split up?
LINDSAY
He’s just been out drinking and
getting on my nerves here and
there, but we are not splitting up.
Even if we were, I’d rather drown
in my own piss, than date someone
like you.
Lindsay starts to quickly walk away from Michael with a
grossed out look on her face.
Edward looks over at Michael.
EDWARD
Well that didn’t quite go how you
thought it would, now did it.
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MICHAEL
Man, what was I thinking. I see it
now, me and her are not the same
kind of person, anyways. She’s just
the kind that goes for the drunk
dickheads, and that’s not me.
EDWARD
Yeah, man, that’s just it.
Samantha comes up behind them, wearing her office clothes,
and with a red plastic ring on a chain around her neck.
She taps Michael on the shoulder.
SAMANTHA
Hey, Michael?
MICHAEL
Oh, hey Samantha, what’s up?
SAMANTHA
I just saw what happened with
Lindsay.
MICHAEL
Oh, yeah, that, well, c’est la vie,
right?
SAMANTHA
Yeah, c’est la vie. (beat) So, on
that, I was wondering, if, maybe,
you wanted to go out with me?
MICHAEL
Hey, what is that around your neck?
SAMANTHA
You don’t remember? You gave this
to me, years ago. I had it kind of
stored away, but when I heard about
the accident you had, I felt like I
really needed to take it out,
again.
MICHAEL
Oh my god, you still have it? That
was you?
SAMANTHA
Yeah, you really helped me out on
that day... I might not be here now
if you hadn’t done that for me. So,
now, will you go out with me?
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Michael smiles at her.
MICHAEL
Yeah, I’d really like that.
Samantha smiles back at Michael.
SAMANTHA
Maybe tonight?
MICHAEL
Yeah, lets do it.
SAMANTHA
Well I’ll see you tonight, then.
Samantha has a huge smile on her face as she turns away to
walk back to her section. Walking away she has a glow to her.
Michael smiles. It feels like he’s finally making the right
choice.
THE END.

